OPLINE 2019
About Opline :

For the last ten years OPLINE, an association recognized of public utility, played a major role for the
contemporary art scene by awarding a prize, OPLINEPRIZE, democratic, intergenerational and open to
everyone.

Today OPLINE meets four major objectives;
- Democratize creation using digital tools.
- Create links between artists, opinion leaders, and internationally renowned creators.
- Develop a broad community in which businesses and cultural institutions come together to
activate the scene of creation.
- Promote transversality between the artistic and the digital scene.

More than just a price, OPLINEPRIZE is above all, a community and a real popular success. More than 180
artists were presented, many exhibitions were initiated. More than 300,000 followers follow the prices on
social networks and more than 200,000 contacts are generated each year!
Artists of all ages, from all backgrounds and cultures are represented. All forms are defended, with a
particular attachment to new medias and new technologies.

2019 Theme Evolution – New Territories
The 2019 edition : a focus on innovation and new territories

As part of Nuit Blanche 2019 at EP7 Paris, OPLINE proposes a Co-design approach with its artists and curators around
the theme of the mobile city. New Territories presents a notion of the megalopolis as a decentralized, fluid and in constant
motion structure. Inspired by some form of biomimicry, cities move around earth and adapt their course and their form to
the different external phenomena. Migratory flow, climate, resource and optimization of operation are therefore the vectors
according to which the megacities decide their mapping progress.
On the front of the EP7, in the heart of the public space, a monumental projection presents the BOOKs of the artists
nominated for the 2019 OplinePrize Award and will be accompanied by liveshows. Inside MOBILITY, an immersive light
installation born from a co-design approach between the invited artists and curators of OPLINE.
The 2019 edition will be crowned by the presence of the guest of honor, Dominique Perrault architect of the BnF,
surrounded by curators such as ORLAN, founding curator, Ami Barak, director of the Montrouge Salon, or Yoyo Maeght,
collector, and Sébastien Ruiz secretary-general of the agnès b. endowment fund.
In addition, in 2019 OPLINEPRIZE invites people from the innovation scene,
including Michael Swierczynski (director of New Images Festival and Forum
des Images), Primaverra de Filippi, blockchain specialist.
OPLINEPRIZE is also expanding internationally with Thomas Eller, president
of Ran Dian in Beijing, joining the ranks of the curators, while Sonia Xie,
representative in China and editor-in-chief of Arsty, joins the press jury.
The OPLINEPRIZE 2019 event will take place partly on the new territories of
the 13th arrondissement in Paris.

DOMINIQUE PERRAULT
Guest of honor

Winner of the Praemium Imperial Prize, member of the Institute,
Dominique Perrault, French architect and urban planner, is also
involved in various fields of experimental research: Founder of
DPAx - a multidisciplinary platform exploring the architecture in
phase with major metropolitan developments - as well as of DPA
Lab - materials research laboratory - he published in 2016, a major
theoretical work: Groundscapes, other topographies (HYX editions).
He develops the concept of an underground architecture where it’s
about inscribing places of life in the epidermis of the soil. In parallel
with this work, he sets up in 2018 a theoretical and practical
education, totally innovative and annual frequency: The MOOC
(Massive Open Online Course) addressing this architecture of
Groundscape. From the National Library of France (1995), his major
projects include the Madrid Olympic Tennis Center (2009), the
EWHA Women's University in Seoul (2008), and the Fukoku Tower
in Osaka (2010). He has also led heritage rehabilitation projects,
such as the development of the Dufour Pavilion at the Château de
Versailles (2016) and the post office block of the Louvre in Paris,
which will be delivered in 2020.
Among the urban projects, let us quote the "Ile de la Cité" mission, a
study commissioned in 2015 by François Hollande, President of the
Republic, for the future of the site by 2040. Currently, he is
developing the Olympic and Paralympic Village that will host the
Olympic Games of Paris in 2024 and which incorporates the
flexibility to mutate it, after the event, into a mixed city district.

GREAT CURATORS
Dominique Perrault
Architect and urban planner, Dominique Perrault was entrusted by an international jury, in 1989, for the construction of the National
Library of France, a Wall-less monument today inscribed in the history of architecture. Since then, he has realized many innovative
and large-scale projects such as the last two extensions of the Court of Justice of the European Union of Luxembourg (2008 and
2019), or the Congress Palace and the Convention and Exhibition Hall of León, in Spain (2018). Considering architecture as a
discipline intrinsically linked to urban planning, Dominique Perrault worked on the future of the Ile de la Cité in Paris. Honorary
professor at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, he is also a member of the Institute.
Ami Barak
Independent curator, Ami Barak has initiated several projects in France and abroad among the most recent: Stuttering - Melik
Ohanian, Crac Sete 2014, Taryn Simon, Rear views, star forming nebula and foreign propaganda office Jeu de Paume Paris 2015,
Le Salon de Montrouge 61st 2016, 62nd 2017, 63rd 2018, 64th 2019, De quoi l’image est-elle le nom Momenta Biennial of the image
Montreal, 2017, La vie mode d’emploi Art Timisoara Biennial Encounters, 2017, Role Playing - Rewriting mythologies Daegu Biennial
Photo South Korea 2018, Ex-East - Stories past and recent Romanian avant-gardes, Espace Niemeyer Paris, 2019, The Brick Cărămida, Kunsthalle Mulhouse, 2019, Co-Artistic Director of the Salon de Montrouge
Primavera De Filippi
is a permanent researcher at CNRS at the Center for Studies and Research in Administrative and Political Sciences. She is an
associate professor at Berkman Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University. She analyzes the legal implications of distributed
architectures and blockchain technologies, and explores how these technologies can be used to develop new modes of governance
distributed to encourage collaboration and participatory decision-making. She analyzes new business models in the context of artistic
creation as well. Primavera is also an artist and co-founder of an artistic collective that produces interactive works (digital and
mechanical) to illustrate legal concepts by the artistic medium. She conceived and developed the Plantoid.org project, to give rise to
mechanical creatures based on the blockchain.
Thomas Eller
is a German artist. He was member of the jury of the Venice Bienniale in 2014. He is a member of the International Association of Art
Critics since 2007. Today, he is president of Ran Dian magazine, president of ZhongXi e.V., an NGO dedicated to the exchange of
Arts between Europe and China, based in Berlin. He is also a member of SAVVY friends, who is also an NGO dedicated to the
exchange of art, between Africa and the rest of the world. Finally, he is the director of the Taoxichuan CHINA ARTS & SCIENCES
project, which aims to attract world of contemporary art in Jingdezhen, the world capital of porcelain, by proposing residences,
museum and artistic festival.
Yoyo Maeght
is a publisher, gallery owner, organizer and curator of modern and contemporary art, and is the author of several works of art such as
Maeght, the passion of Living Art and Maeght, Art and Life . Yoyo Maeght is the initiator of the first Miró exhibition in Turkey, she
collaborated with major retrospectives presented by the most important museums, such as The Royal Academy of London, the
Munster Museum or the Pera Museum in Istanbul. For several years, she divided her time between France and China where she
organized exhibitions and events for both public and private structures: the Museum of the Imperial City of Beijing, the Dolan Museum
of Shanghai ... She is also a Magistrate, Consular Judge, sitting since 2003 at the Commercial Court of Paris.

Dominique Moulon
is an independent curator, art critic and teacher. Holder of a doctorate in Arts and Sciences of Art, he is a member of the French
Association of Curators (CEA), the International Association of Art Critics (AICA) and the Observatory of digital art worlds in the human
sciences (OMNSH).

ORLAN
is a visual artist expressing herself through different supports : painting, sculpture, photography, installations, performances, media digital,
biotechnologies. She is one of the pioneers of body art, using her body as a medium for experimentation and artistic expression. She is
opposed to the natural determinism, social and politic and to all domination forms, male supremacy, religion, cultural segregation and
racism, etc. ORLAN teaches at the National School of Arts of Cergy-Pontoise. ORLAN won the E-reputation award, designating the
most observed and followed artist on the Web.

Sébastien Ruiz
Secretary-general of the agnès b. endowment fund

Aleksandra Smilek
is an artistic director and a creative technologist. She develops digital art projects and creative content for public institutions and the
private sector, working on engaging interactive experiences that connect art and technology. She is responsible for the development and
the creation of the EP7 digital facade, where she is experimenting with new ways of exhibiting digital art in the public space. She is today
artistic director at the agency Auditoire. She teaches at the Ecole Supérieure d'Art in Paris and at SIVA University in Shanghai.

Michael Swierczynski
After several years of experience into medias and audiovisual, he develops digital activities within the INA during which he co-piloted the
launch of the public site ina.fr and the VOD platforms. Today, he is director of digital development for the Forum des Images and also
director of the Paris Virtual Film Festival, dedicated to digital creation and virtual worlds, which has become the NewImages Festival.
Produced by the Forum des Images, this festival is an international meeting place for producers, creators and leaders of immersive
technologies.

NOMINATED ARTISTS

Salomé Chatriot, selected by ORLAN
A multidisciplinary contemporary artist, Salomé Chatriot graduated from the Swiss University of Art and Design in Lausanne and is now
active in Paris. Focusing on how science treats bodies through data, she creates interactive installations and environments that mix
electronic statues and digital images.

Jacques Floret in collaboration with David Benmussa, selected by Sébastien Ruiz
Draftsman and illustrator, Jacques Floret regularly collaborates with numerous press titles (notably Le Monde, Beaux-arts magazine,
Technikart, Les inrockuptibles, the magazine XXI). He also works with the APC brand, agnès b, la Gaîté Lyrique, les Editions de La Table
ronde and designs the visuals of the independent labels Plastac and Herzfeld. He is the author of a few books, for instance : Rachel &
Rosco at Editions Dilecta or L’ADBC du dessin at Editions P. Last exhibition : Manger 5 fruits et légumes par jour at Frac Ile-de-France.
David Benmussa is a graphic designer based in Paris in the 1024 architecture studio with whom he collaborates on various projects, for
example, the exhibition "Habiter le campement" at the Cité de l'Architecture in 2016. He designed the exhibition signage. Since then, he has
been the artistic director of the publishing house What You See Is What You Hear. He designed the publications that were published by
WYSIWYH including the magazine VOLUME, about sound in contemporary art. In 2018, he thinks about the design of the exhibition AIRE
and its catalogue for Bordeaux Métropole. He is currently preparing the design of the exhibition on the collective AGORA, for the 308, the
house of architecture of Bordeaux, which will be visible in November 2019.

Valéry Grancher, selected by Primavera de Filippi
French artist of fifty-two years, Valéry Grancher is notably recognized for being one of the creators of the net.art : practice which by its
ephemeral and virtual character, reinvent codes of traditional art. Conceptual artist, he uses all forms of visual medias (internet, video,
photography, painting, installations ...) and creates from them new artistic mediums.

Huang Hsin-Chien, selected by Michael Swierczynski
Taiwanese contemporary artist, Huang Hsin-Chien has worked in the fields of art, industrial design, engineering and digital entertainment.
He discovers artistic creation in the company of avant-garde musician and director Laurie Anderson and then sails between art and
technology. His work explores the use of advanced technologies in art but also in literature or performance. He is especially recognized for
his interactive works that place the public at the center of the process of the artistic creation.

Krijn De Koning, selected by Dominique Perrault
Krijn de Koning is a Dutch artist of fifty-six who practices in situ art, an art that dedicates its works to the host sites. Student of Daniel Buren
at the Institute of Advanced Studies in Visual Arts, Krijn De Koning extends painting in space and brings it out of its traditional setting.
Indeed, since the beginning of the 1990s, the artist intervenes in the public space by creating most often temporary works composed of
colorful architectural and sculptural constructions. This formalistic approach thus gives the public new possibilities of use and interpretation
of its environment.

Kim Kototamalune, selected by Yoyo Maeght
Born in 1976 in Ho Chi Minh City, this contemporary artist settled in France, was trained in many artistic techniques (textile,
model ...). Today she creates glass sculptures with abstract organic forms. Playing with material and immaterial, transparency
and volume, the fragile appearance of solid glass, Kim Kototamalune lets us see the interior of her sculptures. Indeed, for the
artist, at the time of the virtual and the permanent connection, what really creates the link between humans is what we have the
more in common: the cellular interior that composes us, the hidden inside of Man, the poetry of the body.

Andy Picci, selected by Aleksandra Smilek
A thirty-year-old Swiss artist and poet, Andy Picci questions his contemporary obsession with the search for the ego through his
work. Staging or reality? Virtuality or fictionalized truth? The artist’s approach tends to deconstruct the processes of identity
creation in the era of social networks and the cult of celebrity. Former student in photography and visual communication, he
renews the codes and forms of contemporary art in transforming social networks into a medium of artistic creation.
Nathalie Talec, selected by Ami Barak
Born in 1960, Nathalie Talec is a French visual artist who studied at the Faculty of Visual Arts in Paris-Sorbonne, then taught at
the Regional School of Fine Arts Angoulême, at the École supérieure des Beaux-Arts in Tours and the Beaux-Arts in Paris. As a
polymorphous artist, she uses sculpture, video, photography, drawing and performance to create works that come together
around common themes: the polar cold, the distant journey, the exploratory artist and survival as a metaphor for artistic creation.

Cao Yu, selected by Thomas Eller
Born in 1988, in Liaoning Province, this recent graduate of the Central Academy of Fine Arts has worked with a diverse range of
media that include video, installation, performance, photography, sculpture and painting. Cao Yu's distinctive artistic practice
probes issues of the body, gender, and identity with courage and conviction .By using her own physical self, she pushes
boundaries and articulates a bold new voice for her own and succeeding generations .Her own challenges propriety and other
social conventions, shedding new light on relevant and timely women ’ s issues. In the process ,the work of this free spirit and
focused artist, open up new possibilities.

Du Zhenjun, selected by Dominique Moulon
Contemporary artist of 58 years, Du Zhenjun was born and grew up in the China of Mao Zedong then Deng Xiaoping. He
graduated from Shanghai Fine Arts School in 1978 before leaving for France in 1991 to free himself from an artistic model that
he considered too academic. At l’École régionale des beaux-Arts of Rennes, he trained in digital arts and was later recognized
for his interactive installations or photographic series such as the Babel Empire. Focusing on the theme of globalization and the
internet, Du Zhenjun seeks to unveil bringing cultures and individualities together in a world where technology tends to erase
borders.
(In progress of selection)

PRESS JURY
Sophie Bernard
Journalist specialized in photography since the 90s, Sophie Bernard creates Images Magazine in 2003,
magazine of which she is editor-in-chief until her disappearance in 2015. Today independent, she divides her
time between writing works for the publishing and the press (La Gazette Drouot, Le Quotidien de l'Art ...),
teaching, and exhibition commissariats. She is the author of books of conversation with photographers Guillaume Herbaut (2015) and Stéphane Duroy (2019) - as well as Prix photo, mode d’emploi (2019), works
published by Filigranes editions.
Caroline Boudehen
Author and journalist since 2009 for Le Journal des Arts, La Gazette Drouot, SKP Magazine or
Lepetitjournal.com (Shanghai), Caroline Boudehen devote herself from Shanghai to her Carnets de
Shanghaï, living chronicles of current events and Chinese and Shanghainese art and cultural scenes. She
has directed the communication of an architecture and design agency in Paris, then she has coordinated
many artistic and cultural projects between Europe and Asia.
Valéry de Buchet
Valéry de Buchet is assistant editor of Madame Figaro Culture.
Marie de la Fresnaye
Historian of art, Marie de la Fresnaye integrates the art market in Drouot and launches into events. In parallel
of several years in business in the field of editorial communication, she created her blog to share with the
greatest number her passion for contemporary art and participates to the launch of the magazines Artaïsme
and 9 Lives. She now launches « Le Podcast des décideurs de l’art FOMO_Vox ».
Sophie Lanoë
Sophie Lanoë is an author, gallery owner, artist, exhibition curator, producer of cultural events, and expert in
contemporary art. She is a founder of ëprojects, agency for professionals of contemporary art and artists,
specializing in consulting and strategy. Finally, she is part of the committee Scientist for "The New Chain.e",
is Vice President of D.R.A.W, and co-creator of Urban Productive and 100 Arts Talents Experience.

Laurence Le Ny
Laurence Le Ny was CEO of Warnermusic and the Epic / Sony Label. Today, she is director of the start-up
ecosystem of the Orange Group's Creative and Cultural Industries. She is also a member of Board of
Directors of the Paris Orchestra, and member of various innovative project commissions (Ministry of
Culture, IFCIC ...). Finally, she is a member of the Vertigo Starts jury.
Mathieu Oui
Journalist and independent author, Mathieu Oui specializes in visual arts. Collaborator of several titles
(AMC, Fisheye, Journal of Arts, the Eye ...), he writes on photography, architecture, art schools, young
creation. In 2018, he published the guide Réussir sa communication artistique (Pyramyd editions) and
accompanies artists in their editorial and digital communication. Photographer, he has exhibited several
times and develops projects at the crossroads of image and writing.
Anaël Pigeat
Anaël Pigeat is an art critic, editor-at-large of The Art Newspaper, édition française. She writes regularly for
Paris Match and takes part in the radio programme "La Dispute" on France Culture. She also contributes to
numerous jurys and curates exhibitions. She was also responsible of the cultural department of the musée
d'Art moderne de la Ville de Paris.
François Salmeron
Member of the International Association of Art Critics and Assistant Treasurer of the AICA-France Office,
François Salmeron has contributed since 2012, to publications such as Le Quotidien de l’Art , Modern Art
or Art Absolument. He is also artistic advisor for the Artstorming agency. In addition, he is General Manager
partner of the Tangible Image Biennial, and teaches at the Department of Photography at the University
Paris 8.
Sonia Xie
Sonia Xie is the China representative and editor at Artsy, the leading technology platform in the art world,
the magazine of which is the most widely read online arts editorial in the world. Prior to joining Artsy, Xie
was the deputy editor at the Art Newspaper China. Xie is also a regular contributor to influential media
including Life Weekly, Nowness and ELLE. Xie received her bachelor’s degree in Art History, Italian Studies
and Journalism, cum laude, from Wheaton College (MA), and her Master of Arts in Art History, with merit,
from University of Warwick.

PARTNER STRUCTURES
Auditoire
For 25 years, the Auditoire agency has been supporting brands, companies and institutions in their
strategy and the event planning of their communication in all its forms. Audience « experientializes"
communication actions by creating, developing and diverting media while associating relevance,
daring, creativity and perfect execution. The Audience Agency thus transforms the exchange between
organizations and their different communities: it cultivates the taste of the strong emotional experiences
associated with advanced technology. It is this taste for pushing the boundaries of innovation that
motivates a collaboration between the agency Auditoire and the 11th edition of Opline Prize whose
theme is "Evolution-New Territories": on September 17, 2019, the tennominated artists, emerging
representatives of this form of art associated with new technologies, will be presented during this
evening at the agency Auditoire.
Centre des arts d’Enghien
The Centre des arts d’Enghien-les-Bains, city of digital arts, creative city of Unesco is a
multidisciplinary place, approved by the Ministry of Culture and Communication, open to the public,
which aims to make dialogue between the arts and the public. From its opening in 2007, the Center
aims to enhance the creative process by enabling the public to immerse in the backstage of
manufacturing. This is part of the desire to renew the traditional posture of the passive spectator. The
Center favors cultural cross-fertilization by developing encounters between French and international
creation. Its programming, both internationally dimensioned and supporting creation with residencies
responds to a logic of production and publishing with the theme of arts / science / technology as a
common thread.
Cité Internationale des Arts
Since its creation in 1965, la Cité internationale des Arts welcomes artists from all over the world.
Every year, more than 1,000 artists from more than 50 countries stay in one of the 324 residency
workshops. La Cité International des Arts has two complementary sites, one in the Marais (284
workshops) and the other in Montmartre (40 workshops). It is a drop-in center open to dialogue
between cultures, where artists meet their audiences and professionals. Through several programs, la
Cité internationale des Arts sets up exhibitions, concerts, meetings, projections, performances, openstudios etc. with artists in residence and / or partner structures. Real place of artistic propulsion, it is
here that will be held the award ceremony to emerging artists on November 19, 2019.

EP7
This new digital cultural venue is located at 133 avenue de France 75013 Paris. EP7 is a center
dedicated to digital and urban creation. Its facade consisting of digital screens is a unique exhibition
space in the public space. Here, digital art dresses architecture and urban exposure. The three floors of
EP7 constitute experimental territories for artists and project promoters. Urban and digital confront the
sandstone productions and lay the foundations of an art in the city. Proposed to the expression of artists,
EP7 demonstrates the quality and vitality of digital creation.

Espace Frans Krajcberg
Located close to Montparnasse, Espace Frans Krajcberg is a place of exchange and reflection on
contemporary art and ecology. Its permanent exhibition rooms presents a selection of works by the
Polish artist Frans Krajcberg, belonging to the Paris City Hall and emblematic of his artistic and militant
career. The temporary rooms host an artistic, literary, scientific, cinematographic and educational
program on the issues linking contemporary art, nature and ecology. The Center is not a museum : it is a
laboratory, a place of exchange, creation, revolt, awareness and hope.

Institut Culturel Bernard Magrez
Institut Culturel Bernard Magrez is a bridge between tradition and innovation, as well as a platform for
exchange where everyone can live a singular cultural experience. Thus, the Hôtel Labottière, an 18thcentury mansion, is the new Bordeaux showcase for exhibitions of modern and contemporary works
from public and private collections, and artistic productions produced as part of the artist residencies of
the Bernard Magrez Cultural Institute. By setting up of residences with workshops for young artists, but
also by the presentation of artistic prizes, the Cultural Institute Bernard Magrez is a vector of assistance
to the production new works and support for emerging artists. Finally, the Institute encourages access to
contemporary creation for all audiences through the creation or support of cultural events.

Le Forum des Images
Created in 1988 to build the audiovisual memory of Paris, the Forum des images is a major cultural
institution of Paris, dedicated to cinema and all new forms of images. It organizes more than 2000
screenings a year, proposing rich and varied themes, and produces meetings, debates, educational
workshops and numerous festivals. Thus, NewImages is a festival entirely dedicated to digital creation
and virtual worlds in all its forms, produced by the Forum des Images, it explores new creative
approaches, democratize the uses and brings together French and international professionals to feed the
debate on the perspectives of creation, immersive production and diffusion of this sector in constant
evolution.
Nuit Blanche
Nuit blanche is an annual artistic event that is held throughout the night. It offers free access to museums,
cultural institutions and other public or private spaces, and uses these venues to present installations or
artistic performances. Nuit Blanche is on Saturday October 5, 2019 in Paris. This 18th edition of this night
of arts is entrusted to Didier Fusillier, who invited a hundred artists. This year, Nuit Blanche follows the
transformation of Paris : the opening of the Peripherique to make a Metropolitan Nuit Blanche and
physically breaking this border between Paris and the suburbs. In the heart of the public space as in more
secret places, remarkable works created by artists from around the world, are exhibited.
Plateforme
Plateforme is a space of diffusion, creation and resource for contemporary art. Located in the 20th
arrondissement, it presents every month an exhibition about three weeks followed by a program of events
(performances, projections, etc.) focused mainly on experimentation and research. Plateforme is part of
the city as a bridge that can bring together disciplines and forms to build exchanges essential to an artistic
and social intellectually and humanly stimulating experience. Plateforme cultivates an active approach of
art, blurring the boundaries between living arts and contemporary art.

The OPLINEPRIZE 2019 schedule :
STRONG TIMES OF MEETINGS AND EXHIBITIONS

In this year's program:
- A tribute to Edgar Morin
- Courses, exhibitions, special evenings, meetings

17/09/2019___
Preview of the official 2019 selection, AUDITOIRE Agency, 44 Rue Copernic, 75116 Paris, 7-9pm
19/09/2019___
Presentation of the manifestation at the Centre des arts d’Enghien, 12-16 Rue de la Libération, 95880 Enghien-les-Bains
05/10/19 ___

NUIT BLANCHE – Paris at EP7 133 av de France 7513 Paris – Digital monumental gallery, 7-9pm
Votes open from October 5, 2019 to November 17, 2019
19/11/19 ___

Award ceremony at the Cité Internationale des Arts, 18 Rue de l'Hotel de Ville, 75004 Paris, 7-9pm
- The price of the public, result of the online vote
- The price of the press and new medias
- The price of the curators

The « OPEN OPLINE » of the nominated artists Nuit blanche

The OPLINEPRIZE events are the occasion to transform the reception areas into real spaces of
celebration and sharing by proposing the exhibition of the work of the selected artists, the speeches of
the great curators, the monumental projections in the public space, as well as possibly including other
innovative technologies, artist performances and concerts.

For this exceptional year, cultural venues are mobilizing to support the prize and to expose artists
nominated for the OPLINEPRIZE 2019 prize.
Exhibitions :
-Biennale des bains Numérique d’Enghien, Enghien les bains
-Institut Culturel Bernard Magrez, Bordeaux
-Espace Frans Krajcberg, Paris
-Espace Plateforme, Paris

Thanks

We especially thank all the prestigious artists who have been the honored guests for 10 years.

We also thank all the artists who have agreed to participate and the structures who accompany us. And especially
the members of the Sponsoring Committee whose ministers Jean Jacques Aillagon, Renaud Donnedieu de Vabres,
as well as all those which allowed OPLINEPRIZE to develop.

PARTNERS
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OPLINEPRIZE STAFF
For 2019, a new team is set up,

Michèle Robine - President and founder of OPLINE and #OPLINEPRIZE, curator, economist, plastic artist
Philippe Bernard - President of the PASSERELLE group, psychoanalyst, artistic producer
Aleksandra Smilek - General Director, Artistic Director and Creative Technologist
Samuel Raharison - General Delegate of OPLINEPRIZE, lawyer and president of the Culture-Contemporain Art club, Alumini Sciencespo
Marcel Desvergne - Honorary President of OPLINE, former president of AEC (Aquitaine Europe Communication)

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE :

COORDINATORS :

ORLAN - International artist, founder curator
Yoyo Maeght - Collector

Dilan Kocabey - Chief Digital Manager

Dominique Moulon - Art critic, independant curator

Gaidig le Peutrec - Chief Digital Manager

Corinne Pulicani - President of NEXTDAY! and of D.R.A.W International Digital Week Camille Duranton - communication and community management
Sophie Lanoë - Journalist, commissioner

Julie Kaltenbrunn - communication and community management

Fabrice Bouquier - Lawyer

Ye Zeng - Chief development Asia

Nathalie Marchand - Lawyer

Molly-Ling Mengni - communication and network development Asia

Marie Secret - Journalist, editor of the journal Octopus
Caroline Boudehen - Europe /Asia journalist

EP7’s TEAM :
Christophe Pasquet/ Frédérique Magal - co-directeurs EP7
Carla Pasquet - Communication EP7
Samantha Botrel - programmation EP7
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